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Stage III cosmic shear surveys
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KiDS footprint (from Wright et al. 2019)
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KiDS-450 constraints (Hildebrandt et al. 2017)

• First 450 deg2, ugri filters

• 2.3σ tension with Planck

• Possible explanations:
• Low statistics

• Systematic biases in KiDS

• Systematic biases in Planck

• New physics

• No tension for DES or HSC
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Beyond ΛCDM: Neutrinos (Joudaki et al. 2017)

• Massive neutrinos cannot solve the tension
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Beyond ΛCDM: Dark Energy (Joudaki et al. 2017)

• Evolving DE can solve the tension
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Improving statistics with mass map peaks 
(Martinet et al. 2018)

• Peak amplitude distribution = higher-order 
weak-lensing statistics

• Peaks + 2PCF improve constraints by 20%

• Knowledge of peak systematic biases not yet sufficient to perform the full combination 
(but stay tuned….) 8



Weak lensing systematics (Hildebrandt et al. 2017)
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Improving the redshift distribution 
(Hildebrandt et al. 2019, Wright et al. 2019)

• Add IR VIKING data to KiDS

• Improves high-z estimates

• One additional tomographic bin
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Improving the redshift distribution 
(Hildebrandt et al. 2019, Wright et al. 2019)

• KV450 (KiDS+VIKING) consistent with K450 (KiDS only) results
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Re-analysis of DES with KiDS setup
(Joudaki et al. 2019)

• Only difference left:

• DES n(z) based on COSMOS 
photoz calibration

• KiDS n(z) based on 
spectroscopic calibration
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Re-analysis of DES with KiDS setup
(Joudaki et al. 2019)

• Re-calibrate DES n(z) from KiDS
spec-z sample

• Increases mean redshift of 
every tomographic bin

• Lower S8 values
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Impact of the redshift distribution
(Joudaki et al. 2019)

• Same n(z) calibration -> 
perfect agreement between 
KiDS and DES

• Combination -> 2.5σ tension 
with Planck
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Conclusions

• >2σ tension between weak lensing and CMB

• Could be explained by evolving dark energy

• Depends on the redshift calibration: photoz (DES) 
vs. specz (KiDS)

• Only 450 deg2 out of 1350 deg2 released so far

• Euclid will solve this question (if systematics are 
well understood)
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